
 

The Recharge conditioning program is; once a battery has reached one to 
two years of age turn on the lights or partially drain some power from the 
battery, treat with the recommended amount of Recharge and charge the 

battery on a trickle charger.  
For best results; agitate as outlined in hand hint 1/ below before charging. 
 
This will dissolve any sulphation build-up that has occurred in the early part of 
the battery’s life and help reduce any further build-up. Treatment should be 
repeated every 2-3 years, intermittent charging of the battery every six months 
or so is also advisable to ensure the battery stays in top condition.  
Good quality and deep cycle batteries should go 8 to 10 years provided you 
start early enough, some will go a lot more.  
 
Note: Most batteries start sulphating in the shop before you buy them!  
So: If you are struggling to get past one or two years treat from day one just be 
aware that some battery companies may say treatment voids the warrenty, a 

good excuse, this is why we officially recommend waiting untill the warrenty 
expires. 
 
Please note it is very important to READ & FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Note: Charging the battery means put on a mains powered or solar powered 
charger not just run the vehicle, alternators are too hard and too fast which is 
why we recommend charging on an independent charger 2 to3 times a year 
between treatments. 
 
Handy hints:  
1/ Once the battery has been dosed with the required amount use the 

applicator or a hydrometer to mechanically stir the Recharge into the 
electrolyte by sucking up and blowing the electrolyte back into each cell 
several times. It is very important to mix Recharge into the electrolyte 
electronically by charging the battery on a mains powered charger.  
 
2/ With tired or dead batteries once the battery has been treated and has been 

on the charge for a few hours give the battery a good shake up and/or drop it 
lightly onto a clean hard surface to dislodge any hard to dissolve deposits.  
 
3/ Discharging and recharging the battery a second time often helps.   
 

 

Please note it is very important to READ & FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 
 


